
Delivery management can be challenging if it’s an unorganized manual process. 
Rising fuel costs alongside labor and driver shortages are just a few of the hurdles 
food distribution companies are up against. But choosing the right delivery 
management software doesn’t have to be difficult. With MobileConductor™ 
you can streamline your operations by eliminating labor intensive back office 
processes and gain valuable insight into your deliveries with near real-time data.
Your business can save time, improve driver performance, and reduce delivery 
errors with exceptional proof of delivery (POD) software, like MobileConductor™, 
paired with the right hardware options. 

More than a MONTH 
of labor saved

 

Streamline delivery 
invoice adjustments and 
corrections for a cleaner 

invoicing process.

Painless Proof 
of Delivery Using 
MobileConductor™

Must-Have Delivery Management Features

“Where’s my truck?” Delivery Tracking

“COVID Conscious” Signature Capture

Actionable Management Alerts

Last Mile Proof Needed for 2023
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Proof of Delivery Management, Simplified

ExtenData can strengthen your business operations by reducing back-office costs and simplifying the delivery 
process while tracking last-mile delivery operations in near real-time. We have the right software, hardware, and 
support systems to manage the devices your business needs to be successful. 
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MobileConductor™ is designed to deliver cost savings and capture valuable delivery data. With that data available 
at all levels of an organization, teams, such as accounting, upper management, transportation managers, drivers, 
warehouse staff, and customer service, have the opportunity and are intrinsically encouraged to collaborate for 
better and smarter decisions. The power to transform your delivery operations is within reach.

Exceptional Hardware for Industry-Leading Software

The Zebra TC57 scanner is a tried and tested option that works well in the field and can 
handle your drivers’ workloads while performing dependably. There’s also the TC26 and 
TC77 scanner, both of which are industry favorites. The Zebra ZQ511 printer is another 
field favorite for its economic size and consistent high-quality performance.

You need hardware that can withstand demanding warehouse and distribution center 
environments.  Tools must survive hours of use, inclement weather, gloved users, and 
rough use. Additionally, according to a recent Zippia study, the No. 2 cause of U.S. supply 
chain disruptions is the loss of talent, reported by 51% of respondents. Failing tools would 
frustrate most drivers, so MobileConductor™ software is compatible with industry-leading 
hardware like devices from Zebra Technologies to provide the highest quality solutions.

ExtenData also has services to manage advanced deployment rollouts when your business 
needs a hardware upgrade. The hardware we work with helps combat labor shortages 
by providing your drivers to do more work with less troubleshooting. We also focus on 
hardware that has great connectivity options so that routes can be adjusted in real-time to 
avoid extra stops.

Delivery Management Software for Operations Visibility

MobileConductor™ is a premier delivery management software, perfect for food distribution delivery management 
needs like proof of delivery, last-mile delivery, and more. Like any other business, food distributors must invest and 
take care to stay competitive in their market. Customer experience is the ultimate factor allowing a business to 
keep existing and win new customers. It’s a must have.


